
Experience The Warmth and Beauty of Nature’s HardwoodS

Sleek, Elegant Designs

Warm and Rich

Eco-friendly

American Hardwoods 
Nature’s Naturally Green Gift To Us

Beautiful

No Need To Store These Beautifully Designed Tables

They Go From Your Banquet Room To A Stunning Decor Piece

Isinglass Solid Wood Tables and Table Tops

Redefining Elegance

Stylish and Beautifully 
Handcrafted

Proudly Made In The USA

Functional and Versatile

Resilient

“Linenless” “Less Laundry”
“Savings”

$$$



Distressed Finish : The distressed look is all the rage now and will give an immediate sense of age and history to your 

setting.  Our beautiful hand distressed finish creates that sought after antique appearance on your table top.  The result is a 

rustic finish that softens the look of new wood or enhances the look of your old wood - giving you the look you want from 

subtle aging to an authentic, time worn appearance.  The natural variations of colors, wood grains and our technique allows 

you to create an individual and distinctive look you will love.

Smooth Finish : For an elegant and classic look choose our beautiful smooth finish for your table tops.  A smooth finish 

gives your furniture that perfect flawless appearance and creates an ageless look of sophistication and warmth.  You’ll love 

the traditional and timeless look that you’ll get from these beautifully finished wood tops.

Your finish is the crowning touch 
that brings out the true beauty of wood.

*Choose from our hand distressed finish or our elegant smooth finish - to get the perfect look.

Distressed Finish Smooth Finish

2 Finishes Available :

CH1
natural 

cherry

CH2
Monticello 

CHerry

CH3
american 

cherry

CH4
washington 

cherry

CH5
williamsburg 

cherry

5 Standard Colors Available :

*Additional Colors To Coordinate With Your Design Palette Is Available Upon Request

Shown with 

Williamsburg Cherry Top

Shown with 

Monticello Cherry Top
Customized Color

 To Fit Customer’s Decor
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bringing the outdoors inside 

with the warmth and beauty of nature’s hardwood

why choose our solid wood tables and table tops

Solid Hardwoods
We use solid American Hardwoods.  Woods from deciduous trees such as walnut, mahogany, cherry, oak, and teak 

are called hardwoods. These trees take longer to grow and are usually more expensive than soft woods as a raw 

material. Their tighter grain makes them harder, so they resist denting more than soft woods do. They are 

characterized by a fine, compact grain, durability and heavy weight, which makes these woods ideal for furniture 

construction.

Solid woods have the advantage of being easily refinished, should the need arise.

Solid wood is considered to be top quality, beautiful, sturdy and resilient.

Quality
Our solid wood tables and tabletops are built to last. Building to last involves more than just the right wood that’s been 

properly prepared - it involves a lot of knowledge, patience, and commitment. It involves craftsmen who take pride in 

their work. You will find the stability and integrity of the construction of our wood products to be the real McCoy. 

Quality is first and foremost

Attention to detail that goes far beneath the surface

Nature’s Naturally “Green” Gift To Us
It would be difficult to find a resource that is more sustainable, more natural or more beautiful than American 

Hardwoods.  By choosing an eco-friendly product like wood, you are minimizing the impact on the environment 

throughout all the stages of the products life cycle, from extraction, through processing, use, reuse and final disposal. 

Forests and trees are a renewable natural resource.

Wood is recyclable, biodegradable and durable - often lasting for centuries.

 Advanced technology and manufacturing processes ensure efficient use of wood by-products.

Solid hardwood products can last up to 125 years or longer creating a long life cycle.     

Redefining Elegance
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